Automatic Weigh Powder Dispense System

- 50, 150 and 300 lb models
- Automatic vacuum refill
- Automatic dispense by weight
- Highly accurate
- Very clean operation
- PLC Controlled
- Available in INTEGRAL or CENTRAL configuration
- SS or MS material contact
Easy to connect control panel assembly

Filtration by (6) Urethane coated Polyester filtration elements

Hinged lid for easy maintenance

Pneumatically actuated vacuum valve for multi-unit connection

Pneumatically actuated discharge for accurate control of weigh discharge.

Integrated air control assembly.

50 lb ROTOLOAD CENTRAL

150 lb ROTOLOAD CENTRAL

300 lb ROTOLOAD CENTRAL

Manufactured by Wittmann Canada Inc.: 35 Leek Crescent | Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4C2

world of innovation
www.wittmann-group.com